Facility Terms of Use for Guesthouse “○○ Annex”
In our guest house, in order to use safely and comfortably for customers, we have set up the
facility use policy as follows. If you cannot observe these rules, we will refuse the use of
various facilities in this guesthouse, so thank you in advance for your understanding.
■Check out is until 11 AM.
■ In case of emergency, please check the evacuation route diagram inside the door if
attached to your room.
Prohibited matter
■This facility is located in a residential area. Please do not put out large voices and sounds
inside the facility and in the neighborhood after 9 o'clock so as not to disturb the other
meal chefs and neighboring residents.
■Please refrain from the following acts inside the guesthouse strictly.
・Provisions of laws and ordinances, acts disrupting public order
・Do acts that cause serious inconvenience to other customers such as loud, poetry, bustle
or markedly filthy body or clothing
・Going around all the facilities in this guest house other than the rooms such as the yukata,
pajamas, underwear, slippers etc. in the hallway, lobby etc.
・Bringing in animals such as dogs, cats, and small birds and pets in general (except guide
dogs and assisting dogs)
・Acts of damaging or damaging the facilities, fixtures etc of this guesthouse or moving to
other place without permission of this guesthouse or bringing it out of the hall
・Entry into this guesthouse by non-registered guests
・It is prohibited to bring arts and antiques into this guest house.
・Gunpowder, volatile oils that are easy to ignite or catch fire, volatile oils are prohibited to
bring in.
・I will refuse to smoke outside the designated place hard.
・To do other acts that the Guest House deems inappropriate.
■Other
・In the case of significant damages or losses to the things provided by this guesthouse, such
as buildings, furniture, furniture, fixtures, etc., we will reimburse a considerable amount
・ In order to use resources carefully, we ask for cooperation in energy saving and water

saving.
・We are not responsible for lost / stolen facilities in our guest houses.

